
The following  tips and strategies may help calm and regulate
your child. Be sure to monitor your child’s energy and arousal
level following each strategy and stop participation in the
strategy if their energy/arousal increases. 

Remember all children respond differently to sensory input so some
of these strategies may not work for your child. Our occupational
therapist can further assist you in determining individualized sensory
strategies that meet your child’s needs. 

Calming SensoryCalming Sensory
StrategiesStrategies

General Tips 
Keep a consistent routine and especially make sure to incorporate
waking up, mealtime, toileting, and bedtime.
 
Limit screen time, particularly close to bedtime, and end screen time
at least one hour before your child goes to sleep.

Blow bubbles by taking big, deep breaths. 

Drink apple sauce, smoothie, yogurt, or other similar consistencies
through a straw. 

Oral Motor Ideas 

http://www.instagram.com/sandiasunrisetherapy/
http://www.facebook.com/sandiasunrisetherapy/


Visual and Auditory Ideas 

Try calming scents such as lavender, peppermint, rosemary, bergamot
orange, or chamomile in a diffuser, as a lotion, or as essential oils.

Olfactory Ideas 

Tactile Ideas 
Pillow sandwich (place  your child laying down between two pillows
and provide gentle pressure for as long as the child likes or is asking
for, add more pressure if child asks for it).

Burrito blanket (wrap  your child tightly in blanket while they are laying
down, arms can either be in or out of the blanket depending on what
the child requests).

Incorporate warm baths into child’s bedtime routine using the calming
scents listed above.

Create a small tent, cave, or fort “hideout” that provides a quiet
atmosphere and a blank visual space.

Listen to calming music, specifically Mozart, or nature sounds and use
dim lighting. 

Vestibular Ideas 

Proprioceptive Ideas 
Get your child moving using differnent forms of movement such as
animal walks (examples can be found on YouTube or Pinterest) or yoga
(i.e. Cosmic Kids is free on YouTube) 

Lay upside down or swimng back forth in a rhythmic pattern that is
controlled by parent or caregiver. 

http://www.facebook.com/sandiasunrisetherapy/
http://www.instagram.com/sandiasunrisetherapy/

